by John Kasun

Growing Old or Growing Up

I

t was several years ago at the end of July
when I found myself standing on the athletic field with my hand across my heart
as an American flag fluttered in the breeze and
the National Anthem boomed through the air.
As the final words --- “and the home of the
brave”, drifted across the field the loudspeaker
cracked with the announcer’s voice as he said,
“You’ll get six practice shots and then the next
ones are for score.”
No, I wasn’t at Athens, Greece for the
Olympics but I was close. I was on the campus
of Shippensburg University in Shippensburg,
Pennsylvania and I was about to shoot my first
arrow in the archery competition of the Pennsylvania Senior
Games. “That’s not close to the real Olympics,” you say? Well
it is about as close as I will get to being in the Olympics, me
and the other 600 plus seniors who came to Shippensburg
for the games.
Senior Games are held in every state in the nation and
each year in July a rotating site located within the state of
Pennsylvania is invaded by seniors from all over the state. It
is a traumatic event for the citizens of the area, especially the
children. Close your eyes for a moment and visualize senior
citizens of all sizes and shapes running through town in
fluorescent Speedo’s and spandex. One glimpse of that sight
and you might never be able to look another grandmother
in the eye again.
Although it has never been proven, it has been reported
that if all of the wrinkled skin seen during the week of the
Senior Games was flattened out and placed end to end you
could put a roof over any major football stadium in the country, including half of the parking lot.
The Senior Games host a wide variety of activities for
the participants including, but not limited to, archery, bingo,
bocce, volleyball, tennis, swimming and track and field,
including javelin throwing. If you think that the TV show
“Survivor” is scary because someone has to eat a bug just try
to picture an old guy in spandex running with a sharp stick
in the javelin event. I didn’t see it for myself but I heard they
had someone on the sidelines during the event constantly
yelling, “Pointy end forward.”
You have to give a lot of credit to the folks who run
the Senior Games. It not only involves a lot of work but it
definitely requires a sense of humor. Take for example the 94
year old man who was entered in the backstroke swimming
event. Just before the competition he asked the judges if it
was mandatory that he wear a bathing suit. It seems as if he
had been training in the nude to improve his time.

As I stood looking toward the multicolored target 60 yards away I wondered
how it was possible that I was old enough
to be competing in the Senior Games. Age
has a funny way of creeping up on you. One
of the first things I noticed was the fact that
when I pick up the newspaper I automatically turn to the obituaries. I also noticed
that I often recognized some of the names
of the people who passed, many of whom
were younger than me. My second clue that
age was creeping up was the fact that I no
longer recognized the names of any singers
or movie stars who are younger than 50.
Suddenly, I was shocked back to reality by the buzzer
and the announcer’s voice as he said, “These are for score.”
The event was on and I could feel my competitive adrenaline
kick in. As the archers stepped to the line and drew their
bows, I am sure that like me, they all took a mental step back
in time, to days gone by, when as younger men and women
we all competed on other fields. However, unlike those earlier times when competition was intense, today everyone
seemed more relaxed. While we all wanted to shoot well,
we understood that life is also simply about enjoying the
moment.
Halfway through the competition I glanced towards the
sky and saw two huge turkey buzzards circling low overhead. Not one to let an opportunity slip by, the announcer’s
voice came over the loudspeaker as he said, “Keep moving
fellows, otherwise they might think we’re dead down here.”
The laughter that spread across the field was linked more to
the realization of our time in life, as opposed to irony of his
comment.
I am proud to say, that day I placed first in my age group
which was referred to as the OFF group which stands for
“Old Farts and Fogies”. My first place finish qualified me to
compete in the archery competition for the National Senior
Games the following year when over an estimated 15,000
people from all over the country would gather in one location to compete in all sports. Wrinkled skin covered with
spandex would be everywhere like an alien invasion force
from outer space. I knew it would be a terrifying sight but I
planned to be there and was already laying out my training
strategy as I told my wife, “No more chocolate syrup on my
ice cream until after the games.”
You may think I am a little crazy but I am just living up
to the saying displayed on the back of every official Senior
Games T-shirt which proudly states, “Growing old is mandatory. Growing up is optional.”
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A New Alien
Has Landed
Introducing..

XT
- 330-340 FPS (70#, 30”, 350 gr.)
- 4 lbs.
- 33.25” axle to axle
- 7.25” brace height
- Draw weights 50#, 60#, 70#
- Draw Length 26” to 30.5”
- Let-Off 80% (adjustable)

From the
creators
of the first
bridged riser.
- CNC Machined Riser
6061T6 Aluminum
- Alien Carbon FIber STS
- Nitro Hybrid Pro Cams
- Hammerhead Bowstrings
- BCY Trophy with Gore
- Silent Hunter Arrow Shelf
- Saddleback
- Thermal Grip
- Quick-Lock Stabilizer Insert
- Tephlon Cable Slide
- PowerTough Limbs
- Vibration Vortex V.E.M.

* Approximate

Visit the largest archery website!
Archers Helping Archers
at Archerytalk.com

Roto
Roto

Limb Cup

Visit our website: rytera.com
3134 Heritage Rd. - Walla Walla, WA
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